THE PAPER SACK THAT ENHANCES YOUR PRODUCTS
YOUR PARTNER IN PRODUCT ENHANCEMENT

➤ Top-of-the-range printing
Our high-definition printing gives your products a top-quality image, with clear graphics and sharp colours to promote your products to your customers.

➤ We offer a range of special features to meet the needs of end users, including handles, easy-opening systems and more.

➤ Your partner in cost reduction:
• The use of high-resistance kraft papers allows for lower grammages, offering real savings on materials for the same packaging;
• Sacks designed for easy filling to help you achieve maximum speeds;
• Storage facilities for your sacks available.
Vizille Paper Mills provide robust technical sales support, offering you all the assistance you need to implement your projects successfully:

- Sack design and assistance with creative artwork
- Optimisation of paper composition
- Order tracking
- Management of buffer stocks

Let’s be proud to choose the paper sack:
the paper industry – from forestry management to paper production, sack manufacturing and dispatch – guarantees an excellent carbon footprint.

The kraft papers used are sourced from producers with a commitment to sustainable forest management. Vizille Paper Mills are PEFC certified.

Our site has its own biological treatment plant and produces some of its own energy (using hydroelectric turbines) and steam from a biomass boiler.
THE CHOICE OF INNOVATION

Sacks adapted to your facilities and designed by a fellow user: as part of the Vicat Group, our sacks are filled on very high-speed lines every day at different sites in several countries.

Being part of the Group gives us an opportunity to implement our strategy based on using innovative solutions to create high-quality packaging for your products.

Our various kinds of modern equipment and quality processes mean we can offer you excellent reliability when using our sacks.
MADE-TO-MEASURE SACKS

We are happy to visit you on-site to understand your requirements and work with you to define a sack that meets the needs of your bagging line.

› **Types:** medium and high-capacity sacks, valve sacks, open-mouth sacks, handle sacks and quick-opening sacks.

› **Formats:**
  - 30 to 60 cm wide
  - 40 to 110 cm long
  - 10 to 16 cm deep

› **Composition:** **food-grade** kraft papers (unbleached, bleached, semi-extensible, high porosity, coated), high-performance papers, polyethylene film (8 to 20 mic).

› **Printing:** 8-colours, flexographic, varnish, automated inking system, and non-slip treatment.

› **Packing:** automated packing, available in rolls or on pallets, or in tied packs for sack fillers and robotic palletisers.

APPLICATIONS

Our customers in France and abroad work in a wide variety of industrial sectors:

› **food for human consumption**
  (sugar, flour, potatoes,...)

› **construction materials**
  (cement, coatings, mortar, plaster, lime,...)

› **minerals**

› **chemicals**

› **animal feed**

› **seeds**

› **charcoal**
Following in the footsteps of Louis Vicat, the inventor of artificial cement, in 1817, our family business is focused on the future. We offer a high-performance range of materials, products and services to reflect the changes in our customers’ businesses. Thanks to our technical expertise and commitment, we cultivate long-term relationships of trust with our customers and partners.

Wherever it operates, our Group is committed to local development, local jobs and protecting the environment.